Text: Matthew 3  
Subject: The Lord’s Baptism  
Dole Notes: Volume: 4 Chapter: 103 Page: 273  
Age Group: Beginners: 3-5

**basic supplies:**
- Glue  
- Markers  
- Paper  
- Paint

**materials:** heavy white paper  
- String or thread  
- Popsicle or other sticks

**teacher preparation:**
- Cut out dove shapes, or cardboard patterns if children can cut well.  
- Glue 2 sticks together in an X.

**procedure:**
- Child cuts out dove shape & wing & draws in eye, beak, feathers - each child makes 4 doves.  
- Tape string to dove, then string to 4 corners of sticks.  
- Hang from a string - tie or tape.

**notes:** Just make one dove on a string, to simplify.

**music:** First Songs: 11  
Lori’s tape: Wait on the Lord  
Liturgy: 540, 598